
Defending our oceans
"Greenpeace is committed to defending the health of the world's oceans 
and the plants, animals and people that depend upon them."

Threats to the Oceans
“There's enough on this planet for everyone's needs but not for everyone's greed”

Mahatma Gandhi



Our oceans cover two thirds of the planet and host 80% of all life, from microscopic
plankton to the largest of the great whales. Lying beneath the waves is the highest of
the world’s mountains and the tallest waterfall. Half the oxygen our planet needs
comes from the oceans. 

Until a few centuries ago much of the ocean and its contents was beyond reach: 
protected by vast distances, great depth and harsh conditions. No longer! New vessels
and equipment used to exploit marine life coupled with the burning of fossil fuels and
the development and dumping of chemicals into the oceans outpace their ability to
cleanse themselves and maintain a natural balance.  

THE KEY THREATS 

Industrial fishing - emptying our seas 

Industrial fishing fleets, using pin point accurate sonar, can zone in on schools of fish
with frightening speed and precision. The modern ‘goldrush’ for fish in many places far
exceeds the ocean's ability to recover. The industry is not ignorant of the consequences.
Over the last century it has been “fishing down the food chain” - as larger fish are
wiped out, they target the next size down and so on. It is estimated that 90% of the
world’s large fish are already gone.  

Destructive fishing – wasting marine life

Modern fishing is incredibly wasteful. The shrimp industry, for example, throws back
up to 90% of what comes up in the nets.  This accidental catch or by-catch as it is
euphemistically known, is not restricted to unwanted fish. Every year, up to 300,000

whales, dolphins and porpoises die in nets and 100,000 albatrosses are caught on
hooked fishing lines. Turtles, seals and sharks are also victims of indiscriminate 
fishing practises. 

Entire habitats are destroyed in a matter of minutes by bottom trawling. It is a 
bulldozer approach to fishing that smashes ancient corals and can wipe out all of the
life on them in a single pass, while entire mountain ranges, or seamounts, with as
much life as a rain forest, are lost for the sake of a few fish.

Unfair fisheries – “stealing” food 

As northern fishing grounds have been emptied, fleets are sailing to the waters of
other countries such as Africa and the Pacific. The largest trawler in the world can
take in one month as many fish as 7,000 local fishermen can catch in a year.
Operating without licenses or beyond the constraints of their licence, pirate ships 
simply steal vast quantities of fish, destroying the marine environment, taking the 
food from peoples table and wrecking coastal economies. Even some legal fleets cheat
nations out of millions by paying only a small percentage of value of their catch.  

Fish Farming – reaping, not sowing

Fish farming, known as aquaculture, is often promoted as the solution to overfishing.
But it is far from the answer.  The shrimp aquaculture industry is perhaps the most
destructive, unsustainable and unjust fisheries industry in the world.  Mangrove 
clearances, fishery destruction, murder and community land clearances, to make way
for fish farming, have been widely reported by human rights and environmental groups
in almost a dozen countries around the world.
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It takes around 4kgs of wild fish, ground up as feed, to produce 1 kg of farmed
salmon, another example of the absurdity of fish farming. 

Climate Change – altering our oceans

Its not just destructive fishing that is ruining our oceans. Activities on land are also
damaging our oceans and marine life. Climate change is melting glaciers, warming the
oceans, altering currents and raising sea levels.  The bases of the marine food supply –
plankton and krill - are already being adversely affected by the temperature changes,
pulling the rug out from under the entire food chain. Large numbers of corals are left
bleached white and dying. In 1998 16% of the worlds corals were severely damaged
and in South Asia and the Indian Ocean, half the reefs lost most of their coral.

Pollution – unacceptable ocean dumping

Marine pollution comes in many forms. The most familiar is from tanker accidents.
While they might grab the headlines, they are a tiny part of the problem of chemicals,

oil, plastics, sewage, industrial discharges, intentional dumping, mining and general
rubbish allowed to clog up the seas. It can take up to 1,000 years for plastic to break
down in the water and it is often found embedded in the skin or stomachs of birds, fish
and marine mammals. Even a cigarette can take two years to break down. Almost half
of the pollution found at sea comes from the land.

What is happening to the ocean would not be tolerated on land. Our oceans need to be
defended and a global network of ocean parks, called marine reserves, would protect
them from the current industrial onslaught and allow them time to recover.
Greenpeace believes 40% of the oceans should be marine reserves. Nature parks on
land are considered national treasures; it is time to protect the oceans in the same
way.

oceans.greenpeace.org
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Greenpeace is an independent, campaigning organisation, which uses non-violent, creative confrontation to 
expose global environmental problems, and to force solutions essential to a green and peaceful future
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